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We show that large gauge transformations in asymptotically flat spacetime can be
implemented by sandwiching a shell containing the ingoing hard particles between
two finite-width shells of soft gauge excitations. Integration of the graviton Dirac
bracket implies that our observable soft degrees of freedom obey the algebra imposed
by Strominger et al. on unobservable boundary degrees of freedom. Thus, we provide
both a derivation and an observable realization of this algebra.
We recently showed that soft charges fail to constrain the hard scattering problem,
and so cannot be relevant to the black hole information paradox. By expressing the
BMS algebra in terms of observable quantities, the present work shows that this
conclusion was not an artifact of working with strictly zero frequency soft modes. The
conservation laws associated with asymptotic symmetries are seen to arise physically
from free propagation of infrared modes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
For gauge theories with massless sources in asymptotically flat spacetime, the description
of scattering requires an asymptotic gauge choice. In Maxwell theory, this is a gauge poten-
tial near infinity. This choice can affect the relative change of phase, for example, as two
asymptotic components of a particle’s wavefunction propagate from different angles to the
scattering region. Thus it can affect the particle’s amplitude in the scattering region and
the outcome of the scattering experiment. Here we will largely focus on the case of gravity,
where an asymptotic coordinate choice must be made.
3In D > 4 spacetime dimensions, it is possible to fix the asymptotic gauge potential
permanently to a fiducial value, by working at sufficiently large radius. However, in D = 4,
the gauge is continually altered, at leading order in 1/r, by the very particles that appear
in the ingoing or outgoing radiation. This is the origin of the asymptotic symmetry groups
corresponding to large gauge transformations, which transform the physical scattering data
to a new asymptotic gauge.
In massless Maxwell theory, the asymptotic gauge group is a U(1) at every angle. In grav-
ity, it is the Bondi-van der Burg-Metzner-Sachs (BMS) group [1, 2]. BMS transformations
include supertranslations, which can be interpreted as angle-dependent time translations
accompanied by O(1/r) deformations of asymptotic spheres.
Strominger et al. [3, 4] have proposed a symplectic structure such that asymptotic gauge
transformations are generated by an infinite set of conserved charges, Q = QH + N . The
first term is the total “hard” charged flux at every angle. The second term is an infinite
“memory”: the integral, over all of time, of the electromagnetic radiation or the Bondi news.
The fact that these two terms are only conserved together means that the hard and
soft sectors mix dynamically during a scattering process. This would seem to imply that
information is lost when only the hard data are considered. Thus, it was suggested that the
asymptotic gauge groups may be relevant to the black hole information paradox [5, 6].
We recently showed that this is not the case [7]. (See Ref. [8] for closely related earlier
work, and Refs. [9–16] for other work on this issue.) Our argument in [7] is particularly
simple and direct, because it obtains already at the classical level. We found that the
mixing of soft and hard degrees of freedom is entirely due to contributions of the long-range
field of the hard particles to the soft charge.
The hard-to-soft contributions are constrained by gauge invariance and can be isolated
by a canonical transformation. Crucially, they contain no information independent of the
hard data, except for an undetermined infrared homogeneous solution of the wave equations.
Indeed, sufficiently long-wavelength excitations can always be added to a hard scattering
problem without affecting its dynamics. (This is why we can operate particle accelerators
without monitoring the cosmic microwave background.) The infinite number of new conser-
vation laws identified in Refs. [3–6] properly reflect the free propagation of this soft radiation
through the spacetime [7].
4Summary and Outline
In the present paper, we focus on a different problem: we argue that using standard
definitions [3, 17], the soft variables are not observable even in principle. We introduce
alternative variables which are observable, and we show that the algebra and conservation
laws imposed by Strominger [3] can then be derived from standard Poisson brackets and
physical considerations. In other words we show that the mathematical charges defined by
Strominger et al. provide a good approximation to physical quantities. The fact that such
variables exist is highly nontrivial, and without them, a discussion of soft modes would be
operationally meaningless from the start. (However, our earlier conclusion is unaffected: the
hard and soft sectors decouple, and the asymptotic gauge group has no bearing on the black
hole information problem.) We focus on the gravitational case without matter; the Maxwell
case is completely analogous, and the addition of matter is trivial. In Sec. II we introduce
an asymptotic observer, Bob, who operates a network of freely floating gravitational wave
“guns” and detectors (i.e., test masses) occupying a sphere of very large radius r. We
illustrate the notion of Bondi frames and BMS supertranslations in terms of the real-world
problems faced by Bob when he attempts to carry out a scattering experiment. Bob’s
network is deformed by the ingoing and outgoing radiation. The test masses can be fixed
to a fiducial position (e.g., a round sphere) at one time, but they will not maintain this
shape. The hard scattering data for a given physical problem depends on this gauge choice.
Specifically, it affects the proper times when bursts of radiation must be injected from various
angles, and when they are expected to come out. Therefore, if a theorist wishes to hand Bob
a well-posed scattering problem, a gauge choice must be specified along with the prescribed
in-state and the predicted out-state.
In Sec. III we review standard definitions: the soft gravitational memory N which con-
tributes to the generator Q = QH +N of BMS supertranslations; its conjugate variable, the
deformation C; and the commutation relations that are imposed upon N and C. Next, we
argue that both C and N are unobservable. For C this is obvious, since it corresponds to a
metric component and so depends on an arbitrary coordinate choice [9].
For the gravitational memory N , the argument is more subtle. We use only a weak
necessary condition for a quantity to be observable in asymptotically flat space: that it must
be possible to measure (or produce) it to any specified accuracy  by a physical operation
5lasting some finite time (that may diverge as → 0). We show that N—and hence, Q—fails
to satisfy this criterion, if N is defined as an infinite-time memory or strict zero mode. At
any finite time, the measured gravitational memory can differ by an arbitrarily large amount
from the infinite-time integral that defines N . This is true even if the total energy of the
state is known and has been measured to optimal precision.
Finally, we consider the conservation laws imposed on Q and on C in [3, 4]. We review
our earlier result [7] that they imply factorization of the soft and hard sectors after a simple
canonical transformation. We note that if the soft sector did not decouple, information would
be effectively lost (even in the Maxwell case, i.e., without black holes; and even classically),
due to the unobservability of the variables N and C.
In Sec. IV, we define C and N as the (observable) memories of certain large but finite time
intervals. The bracket algebra of [3, 4] need not be imposed, but can instead be derived
from the Dirac bracket of the Bondi news. Physically, C dials a Bondi frame for Bob’s
test masses, and Q = QH + N generates changes of this frame (BMS supertranslations).
The conservation of C and Q is also not imposed. It arises as a consequence of the free
propagation of long-wavelength excitations, together with gauge invariance.
II. BONDI FRAMES AND THE SCATTERING PROBLEM
The scattering of massless charged particles in four spacetime dimensions requires speci-
fication both of their flux and of an asymptotic gauge choice. This is most easily explained
for the case of gravity, where the charged particles and the gauge bosons both correspond
to gravitons. It can be discussed at a classical level.
A. A Gravitational Wave Scattering Experiment
Alice has solved a scattering problem. As a theorist, she likes to work directly on the
conformal boundaries of spacetime. Because she considers only massless particles, the rel-
evant portions are past and future null infinity, I− and I+. Each portion is topologically
R × S2. Alice has specified a flux of gravitational waves entering the spacetime from I−,
as a function of advanced time and solid angle, N−AB(v, ϑ¯). She has computed the resulting
outgoing flux on I+ in terms of retarded time and angle, NAB(u, ϑ).
6Experimentalist Bob would like to perform the scattering experiment Alice has computed.
Bob lives in the physical spacetime, not on the conformal boundary. So he populates a large
two-sphere with freely falling gravitational wave emitters and detectors carrying synchro-
nized clocks showing time t. He chooses the sphere’s radius r much greater than the duration
of the ingoing and outgoing flux, so that there is a clean time separation between the two
eras; see Figure (1). By a trivial global coordinate shift he can choose the ingoing and
outgoing bursts to be approximately symmetric about t = 0. Thus the ingoing radiation
enters around t ≈ −r (v ≈ 0, u ≈ −2r) and the outgoing radiation reaches Bob at t ≈ r
(v ≈ 2r, u = 0).
Also, r is chosen so large that the radial position of Bob’s equipment does not change
appreciably, despite the gravitational attraction towards the center during the experiment.
(It is straightforward to check that this can be arranged.) It will take Bob a time at least
of order r to carry out a scattering experiment, and thus it will take a long time if we take
r large. We do not restrict the time duration, or r, except for the obvious criterion that it
must be finite for the experiment to be possible.
Thus, Bob should interpret Alice’s input data N−AB(v, ϑ¯) at I− as an instruction to send in
waves N−AB orthogonally through his big round sphere at angle ϑ¯ at the clock time t = v−r.
Later, Bob’s detectors receive gravitational waves NAB coming out orthogonally through the
sphere at angles ϑ and clock times t = u+ r, which he can compare to Alice’s prediction.
In the presence of gravity, the spacetime will be deformed. During the experiment,
therefore, his clocks cannot remain exactly synchronized, and the proper distance between
neighboring detectors may change.
In D > 4, Bob’s equipment can be made sensitive to the gravitational radiation only, and
all other effects of gravity can be made irrelevant, by choosing r large enough. In D = 4,
however, the fluxes N−AB, NAB distort the distant spheres occupied by Bob’s detectors, at
O(1/r). We will now quantify this effect.
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FIG. 1. Penrose diagram of a gravitational scattering process in asymptotically flat spacetime.
The hard ingoing and outgoing particles are localized near v = 0 and u = 0 (left dashed wedge).
Alice formally predicts an out-state on I+ from an in-state on I− (top and bottom edges). Bob
has only finite time, so he occupies a sphere of finite radius r with freely falling equipment that
produces the in-state and records the out-state. In D = 4, Bob’s sphere suffers deformations during
the process.
B. Metric Adapted to Inertial Detectors
It can be shown that Bob’s detectors follow geodesics with proper time t = u + r and
fixed r, ϑ in the following metric1
ds2 = −du2 − 2du dr + r2
(
hAB +
CAB
r
)
dϑAdϑB
+DACAB du dϑ
B , (1)
where hAB is the metric on the unit round two-sphere. Crucially, the deformation of the
sphere depends on the outgoing radiation:
CAB(u, ϑ) = CAB(u0, ϑ) +
∫ u
u0
duNAB(u, ϑ) , (2)
1 Capital indices correspond to angular directions. We omit terms subleading in r.
8where the integration constant, and hence CAB, is symmetric and traceless, h
ABCAB = 0
and CAB = CBA.
The above metric covers the entire asymptotic region, but the limit as r → ∞ at fixed
u reaches only I+, not I−. To make contact with Alice’s specification of an in-state on I−,
we will use the above metric only for t > 0, or u > −r, where r is the size of Bob’s sphere.
This was anticipated by including only the outgoing flux in Eq. (2).
Otherwise, for t < 0, we shall use advanced Bondi coordinates. Bob’s test masses follow
geodesics with proper time t = v − r and fixed r, ϑ¯ in the metric
ds2 = −dv2 + 2dv dr + r2
(
hAB +
C−AB
r
)
dϑ¯Adϑ¯B
−DAC−AB dv dϑ¯B , (3)
where
C−AB(v, ϑ¯) = C
−
AB(v0, ϑ¯) +
∫ v
v0
dv N−AB(v, ϑ¯) . (4)
Obviously the two charts are related by
v − r = t = u+ r . (5)
In addition we may choose to introduce a nontrivial relation between angles, so that ϑ and
ϑ¯ actually denote antipodal angles:
ϑ = pi − ϑ¯ , φ = pi + φ¯ . (6)
This has the advantage that trivial scattering preserves the angle, ϑ→ ϑ¯. We will drop the
overbars below, with the understanding that this relation between advanced and retarded
coordinates is always imposed.
Next, we turn to the integration constants in Eqs. (2) and (4).
C. Supertranslations
Recall that each test mass at fixed r carries physical labels ϑ and a clock showing proper
time t = u + r = v − r. At constant time t, the masses occupy a sphere that is round up
to a deformation of order 1/r relative to the unit round sphere. By Eqs. (2) and (4), one
cannot choose the deformations CAB (C
−
AB) to vanish at all times, if there is nonzero flux
9NAB (N
−
AB). However, the choice of the integration constants is free, and it corresponds to
a freedom in Bob’s choice of detector arrangement at some fiducial times u0 and v0.
For example, Bob can choose to populate a round sphere at the intermediate time t = 0,
after all the ingoing flux has gone in, and before any outgoing flux arrives. This corresponds
to choosing the integration constants so that CAB(t = 0) = 0 = C
−
AB(t = 0) at all angles.
But then by Eq. (2) the detectors will occupy a deformed sphere at early and late times.
This effect can be measured. At leading order, the proper distance between two detectors
separated by a small angle δϑ is rδϑ, where δϑ ≡ (hABδϑAδϑB)1/2. The correction at order
r0 is time-dependent:
δL = rδϑ+
1
2δϑ
CAB(u, ϑ)dϑ
AdϑB . (7)
Thus, Bob can determine CAB(u, ϑ) by monitoring the separation of test masses, and he can
measure the flux using Eq. (2):
NAB(u, ϑ) = ∂uCAB(u, ϑ) . (8)
In particular, Bob can measure outgoing gravitational memory, defined as any definite in-
tegral of NAB over some range of u. Analogously, he can measure ingoing gravitational
memory at early times.
The fact that the asymptotic geometry is described to equal accuracy in 1/r by any choice
of the integration constant in (2) implies that there exists a diffeomorphism that relates all
possible choices. It can be shown that CAB(u0, ϑ) can be written in terms of a single function
on the sphere:2
CAB(u0, ϑ) = (−2DADB + hABDCDC)C(ϑ) , (9)
C−AB(v0, ϑ) = (−2DADB + hABDCDC)C−(ϑ) . (10)
The vector field
ξf = f∂u −DAf ∂A
r
+
1
2
D2f ∂r . (11)
2 We take C to have no l = 0 or l = 1 components since they are annihilated in any case by the derivatives.
Naively, CAB(u0, ϑ) should correspond to two functions on the sphere, because CAB is symmetric and
traceless. However, in fact the “magnetic part” of CAB vanishes in regions with NAB = 0. (This has
been proven in linearized gravity [18] and partially shown at the nonlinear level. See [19] for a detailed
discussion.) We shall take u0 (or v0) to lie in such a region: either at early times (before the flux goes
in), or at intermediate times (after it goes in but before it comes out), or at late times (after all the flux
comes out).
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generates a diffeomorphism on the retarded coordinates, called a Bondi-van der Burg-
Metzner-Sachs (BMS) supertranslation [1, 2]. In the new coordinates, the metric again
takes the form of Eqs. (1), (2), and (9), but with
C(ϑ)→ C(ϑ) + f(ϑ) . (12)
Similarly in advanced coordinates, the vector field
ξ−f− = f
−∂v −DAf− ∂A
r
+
1
2
D2f− ∂r . (13)
generates a BMS supertranslation. In the new advanced coordinates, the metric again takes
the form of Eqs. (3), (4), and (10), but with
C−(ϑ)→ C−(ϑ) + f−(ϑ) . (14)
Recall that Bob’s detectors are adapted to the metric (1) if they occupy a sphere with
deformation C(ϑ) at the time u0. Alice computed the out-state assuming a particular choice
of C. Now suppose that Bob changes his mind about C, i.e., about his detector arrangement
at u0. How will this affect his description of the out-state?
By Eq. (14), any two choices of C are connected by a BMS supertranslation ξf . Since
ξf is a diffeomorphism, Bob can use ξf to determine how the flux function predicted by
Alice, NAB(u, ϑ), must transform. He simply regards the transformation of C as part of the
full diffeomorphism described by ξf , which must also be applied to NAB. The flux function
describes the flux at the conformal boundary, r →∞, so only the first term in Eq. (11) acts
on NAB.
3 Thus ξf implements an angle-dependent time shift by f :
NAB(u, ϑ)→ NAB(u+ f, ϑ) . (15)
To summarize, a final state at late times is described by {NAB(u, ϑ), C}, the flux function
together with a choice of Bondi gauge C. Its physical properties remain unchanged under any
diffeomorphism (11), that is, under the simultaneous transformations (14), (15). Analogous
statements hold for the ingoing flux and advanced coordinates.
3 Bob is working at large but finite radius. Strictly speaking, he should also implement the ∂A and ∂r terms
in ξf . This corresponds to a finite transverse translation of the flux, and a modification of its physical
amplitude, NAB/r. Both are subleading and become physically irrelevant at large r, however.
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D. Remarks
We close this section with two remarks. First, we have not yet tied together the BMS
transformations Bob can perform on the ingoing and outgoing radiation. Below we will
consider introducing a symplectic structure that naturally links them, but this is optional.
A priori, the two integration constants can be chosen independently. So long as Alice
specifies an in-state in terms of C−(ϑ) and N−AB(v, ϑ), and an out-state in terms of C(ϑ)
and NAB(u, ϑ), her prediction can be checked: it corresponds to a well-defined scattering
experiment that Bob can perform.
Second, recall that we use the advanced metric (3) to describe Bob’s sphere at early times,
t < 0, the era of ingoing radiation. We use the retarded metric (1) to describe the outgoing
radiation, t > 0. Moreover, we required that Bob’s guns and detectors follow geodesics at
fixed r, ϑ. This means that there could be a discontinuities at t = 0. In principle, this
presents no difficulty. It just means that Bob may have to change his clocks, or power his
test masses with rocket engines that move them to a new position over some short time near
t = 0. Below we will often make choices that avoid this, for (Bob’s) convenience.
III. BMS GENERATORS AND CHARGES
We will now consider supertranslations as symplectic flow in a phase space of in-states,
or of out-states. In this section, we will review standard definitions of soft variables that
generate this flow. We will show that these standard quantities are not physically observable.
We will also review identifications that can be imposed between variables at past and
future infinity. These identifications have been interpreted as conservation laws [3, 4]. They
were recently shown to imply factorization of the soft sector [7].
In Sec. IV, we will provide an alternate definition of soft variables, which renders them
observable.
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A. Symplectic Structure and Supertranslation Charge
We introduced the BMS supertranslation generator as a vector field ξf , in Eq. (11). By
Eqs. (14) and (15), ξf acts on phase space as
C → C + f(ϑ) , u→ u+ f(ϑ) . (16)
C(ϑ) is the integration constant in the Bondi metric; see Eqs. (1), (2), and (9). The u-
transformation is shorthand for angle-dependent time shifts of all dynamical fields, such as
(15). We now seek to obtain the same transformations as a symplectic flow in phase space.
The generator of angle-dependent translations, f(ϑ)∂u , can be written as
QH [f ] =
∫
I+
d2ϑ f(ϑ)
∫ ∞
−∞
du Tuu . (17)
where
Tuu =
1
32piG
NABN
AB + Tmuu, (18)
is the boundary stress tensor (energy flux of gravitational waves, per unit solid angle). In
the following we will often omit the stress energy tensor of matter, Tmuu, since none of our
results depend on its presence. The integral need not be taken strictly on the boundary but
can be approximately evaluated at any sufficiently large finite radius. QH will be called the
hard charge. Analogous quantities can be defined on I−.
To obtain a generator of C → C + f , one may formally introduce a conjugate variable N
that obeys the Dirac bracket
{N(ϑ), C(ϑ′)} = 16piG δ2(ϑ− ϑ′) . (19)
N and C each commute with all hard variables, such as NAB. Then the symplectic flow
generated by the soft charge
QS[f ] =
1
16piG
∫
d2ϑ f(ϑ)N(ϑ) (20)
transforms C → C + f and leaves NAB(u, ϑ) invariant.
Thus the generator of supertranslations on phase space is
Q[f ] = QH [f ] +QS[f ] . (21)
This is the BMS supertranslation charge [3, 4, 17].
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Note that the value of N on a given solution can be changed at will without affecting the
value of QH , by acting with the phase space flow generated by C. In particular, this implies
that the charge Q can have nonzero value. Therefore, Q connects different states in phase
space [20].
The hard charge QH [f ] is a total radiated energy, weighted over angles by f . It generates
an obvious generalization of ordinary time translations. We have expressed QH as an integral
of the Bondi news at I+. But Bob can measure NAB at finite radius by Eq. (8). Hence Bob
can measure Tuu and QH at finite r.
We now turn to the question of how to interpret the new degree of freedom N underlying
the soft charge QS. We will show that N can be realized in different ways, such that C and
N are either both unobservable (in the next subsection), or both observable (in Sec. IV).
B. C,N as Unobservable Degrees of Freedom
We may regard C as defining the metric components CAB at one particular cut, say at
u→ −∞. This is the viewpoint taken in Refs. [3, 4]. Thus, C measures the deformation of a
coordinate sphere at constant u, r at order 1/r relative to the round metric. Correspondingly
C− is defined at the cut v →∞ in [3, 4].
Any metric component is obviously unobservable, since it can be changed by choosing
different coordinate labels. It does not represent information intrinsic to the spacetime. A
coordinate choice can be made physical by placing actual markers and clocks, as described
for Bob’s test masses above, and we will revisit this viewpoint below. Here we regard C as
a metric component in (1). As a metric component, C is not observable.
If C is unobservable, then its canonically conjugate variable N must be unobservable, too.
For example, it would otherwise be possible to measure a wavefunction of C by repeated
measurements of N .
In Refs. [3, 4], the variable N is identified with the zero mode of the Bondi news,
N ≡ −
∫
d2ϑ
∫ ∞
−∞
duDADBN
AB , (22)
defined not as a limit, but strictly as zero frequency radiation. The Dirac bracket with C,
Eq. (19), is not derived but imposed.
Naively it may seem that N , so defined, is observable. More precisely, one might expect
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a long finite observation of the Bondi news to provide an approximation to N , and that the
approximation becomes increasingly accurate as the range of integration is increased. By
the above remark this would imply that its conjugate C, too, is observable.
Moreover, by Eq. (8), any finite gravitational memory is manifestly independent of the
choice of Bondi frame. Therefore the memory is not a property of the test masses but of the
spacetime. Therefore, if N defined in (22) were observable, then C should be observable by
studying just the spacetime. Yet, as noted above, such claims [5, 6] contradict the fact that
coordinates are unobservable. (See also [9, 21, 22].)
The resolution of this apparent contradiction is that no finite observation—and hence
no observation—provides any approximation whatsoever to N as defined in (22). Suppose
Bob has measured the memory NT accumulated over the finite, arbitrarily large interval
−T < u < 0. N bears no relation to NT because radiation outside the interval can contribute
an arbitrarily large memory of either sign. In fact, this can be done at arbitrarily low cost in
energy, and so cannot be excluded by Bob even if he knows the total energy remaining in the
spacetime at the time u = 0 (which he cannot know to better than some finite precision).
To see this, consider radiation in the unobserved interval 0 < u < T˜ with memory NT˜ .
This can be realized by a single wavepacket of length T˜ with amplitude of order NT˜/T˜ . Its
flux Tuu scales as (NT˜/T˜ )
2, so the total unobserved energy scales as N2
T˜
/T˜ . We can make
this as small as we wish by taking T˜ large at fixed NT˜ . (Note that this argument does not
apply to all observables, but only to those of arbitrarily low energy. For example, QH can
be measured in finite time with arbitrary precision. All Bob has to do is to wait until the
total energy that he sent in has come out, to the corresponding precision.)
In this respect, the charge N is similar to the “winding” charge Q of a 1+1 massless
scalar φ in Minkowski space. The charge is obtained by integrating the current Jµ = µν∂νφ
Q = −
∫ +∞
−∞
dx∂xφ = −φ(+∞) + φ(−∞). (23)
While vanishing for a free scalar, this charge can be nonzero if the scalar is coupled to
external sources. An example is the interaction LI = ∂µφV
µ coupling φ to an external
vector V µ. The charge of a finite interval x ∈ [−L,L], Q[L] = − ∫ L−L dx∂xφ is unrelated to
Q, for the very same reasons given for N . For instance, notice that Q[L] can be nonzero
also in the absence of external sources.
We conclude that with the definition (22), N (and hence QS) is unobservable even in
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principle. This implies that the total charge Q can be given any value at fixed QH by
changing the expectation value of N . In particular, this means that Q can be nonzero.
Hence, Q generates formally nontrivial—though completely unobservable—transformations
in phase space.
C. Conservation Laws
We now consider how the soft variables at I+ and I− are related. We impose that the
total charge Q and the soft variable C are both conserved:
QH(ϑ) +N(ϑ) = Q
−
H(ϑ) +N
−(ϑ) , C(ϑ) = C−(ϑ) , (24)
where we recall that ϑ on I+ is antipodally related to ϑ on I−.
It is important to stress that this antipodal conservation law is purely formal, since
neither C nor N can be observed when defined as above. QH of course can be observed, but
Q = QH + N cannot. (Any sum of quantities that includes at least one unobservable term
is unobservable.)
Using these conservation laws, we recently showed [7] that the soft sector decouples
entirely from the hard scattering problem, after a simple canonical transformation
N(ϑ)→ ND(ϑ) = N(ϑ) +QH(ϑ) ,
NAB(u, ϑ)→ NDAB(u, ϑ) = NAB(u− C(ϑ), ϑ) ,
N−(ϑ)→ N−D(ϑ) = N−(ϑ) +Q−H(ϑ) ,
N−AB(v, ϑ)→ N−DAB (v, ϑ) = N−AB(v − C−(ϑ), ϑ) . (25)
We now recognize that this factorization result is absolutely crucial to the preservation of
unitarity in scattering processes. Since C and N as defined above are unobservable even in
principle, any information leaking into the soft sector would be tantamount to information
loss.
We will now turn to defining C and N so that they obey the same algebra but are both
observable. We will find that the conservation laws then follow on physical grounds.
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IV. C,N AS FINITE MEMORIES
We will now define C and N as observable, finitely-soft gravitational memories. We
will show that that satisfy the same algebra as the formal quantitites defined above. The
conservation of C and Q can then be understood physically as the trivial propagation of soft
degrees of freedom across the spacetime to the antipodal angle.
A. Definitions
There are actually two reasons why C and N as defined in Sec. III are unobservable. One
is that they require access to an infinite time interval. The second is that as a coordinate
choice, C would be unobservable even at finite time. It would seem natural, then, to attempt
to define N as a finite gravitational memory; and C, perhaps, in terms of the positions of
physical test masses placed by the observer Bob at large radius, at some finite time.
We will indeed define N and N− as finite memories, measured over a late and an early
time interval. The two intervals are taken to be of equal duration, much longer than the
greater of the support of the in- and out-going hard radiation. This is shown in Fig. 2.
However, we will not define C directly in terms of Bob’s test masses. First, it is not clear
that the commutator (19) could then be imposed. Secondly, the antipodal conservation of C
would not be natural from this point of view. Absent active intervention, Bob’s test masses
will follow geodesics at fixed angle, not suddenly switch to an antipodal angle.
Instead we shall take Bob’s test masses to have an arbitrary but known position at t = 0.
For definiteness we make the simplest choice,
CAB|t=0 = 0 . (26)
(Other choices would introduce a fixed offset in the antipodal identification of C and C−,
which is perfectly consistent as well.)
The question is then how to recover the gauge freedom captured by C. We will associate
C and C− with the values of CAB at one end of the interval that defines the memory N .
We force Bob’s test mass positions to reflect these values, by injecting two soft gravitational
waves that “sandwich” the interval over which N is defined. Their memories interpolate
between Eq. (26) and the arbitrary C = C− that we may specify. We will now make this
precise.
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E
L
N
E
E
L
L
E
NN
L−
−
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C
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_
FIG. 2. “Doubled” Penrose diagram: every point represents a hemisphere, which makes the antipo-
dal relations visible. The interval N (yellow bands) is much greater than the duration of the hard
flux (dashed cross). Its (conserved and observable) BMS charge Q = QH +N generates observable
BMS supertranslations on Bob’s equipment. Here this is explicit as N generates (conserved and
observable) soft memories C and −C in the intervals E and L, which deform Bob’s sphere. QH
generates an angle-dependent time translation that completes this to a BMS transformation.
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Consider the advanced or retarded time intervals on I± shown in Fig. 2. Without loss of
generality, we may take the hard radiation to have support well inside the interval (−1, 1) in
some units. (For example, in the formation and evaporation of a black hole of initial mass
M , the time unit should be chosen parametrically large in G2M3/~.) We remove all other
radiative degrees of freedom from phase space, except for the soft integrals defined below.
Then the hard charge is arbitrarily well approximated by
QH [f ] =
∫
d2ϑ f
∫ 1
−1
du Tuu , (27)
Q−H [f ] =
∫
d2ϑ f
∫ 1
−1
dv Tvv . (28)
We define the following intervals on I+:
E = lim
→0
(−uN −∆uC ,−uN + ) , (29)
N = (−uN , uN) , (30)
L = lim
→0
(uN − , uN + ∆uC) . (31)
Notice that  is infinitesimal while ∆uC is a finite, nonzero interval. As shown in Fig. 2, each
of these corresponds to a time interval at positive t on Bob’s sphere, via a causal construction.
Similarly, we define on I− and at t < 0 on Bob’s sphere the following intervals:
E− = lim
→0
(−uN −∆uC ,−uN + ) , (32)
N− = (−uN , uN) , (33)
L− = lim
→0
(uN − , uN + ∆uC) . (34)
Note that the constants uN ,∆uC are the same as on I+, but the ranges now refer to advanced
time, v. We require
1 uN  ∆uC  r . (35)
Thus, the interval N is centered on the support of the hard outgoing radiation NAB. But
N is significantly wider, so that it contains most of the long range field of the hard particles.
The interval E (L) overlaps slightly with N but largely precedes (succeeds) it. In this sense
the two intervals “sandwich” the N -interval. Analogous statements hold for N−, E−,L− on
I−.
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We now let ∆CAB denote the gravitational memory accumulated in each interval:
∆CEAB(ϑ) = lim
→0
∫ −uN+
−uN−∆uC
duNAB(u, ϑ) (36)
∆CNAB(ϑ) =
∫ uN
−uN
duNAB(u, ϑ) , (37)
∆CLAB(ϑ) = lim
→0
∫ uN+∆uC
uN−
duNAB(u, ϑ) . (38)
∆CE
−
AB(ϑ) = lim
→0
∫ −uN+
−uN−∆uC
dv N−AB(v, ϑ) (39)
∆CN
−
AB (ϑ) =
∫ uN
−uN
dv N−AB(v, ϑ) , (40)
∆CL
−
AB(ϑ) = lim
→0
∫ uN+∆uC
uN−
dv N−AB(v, ϑ) . (41)
In analogy with Eqs. (22) and (9), we now define the soft degrees of freedom N and C as
follows:
N ≡ −DADB∆CNAB , (42)
C ≡ 1
D2(D2 + 2)
DADB∆CEAB (43)
Analogously we define at early times:
N− ≡ −DADB∆CN−AB , (44)
C− =
1
D2(D2 + 2)
DADB∆CL
−
AB (45)
The operator D2(D2+2) is equal to (l−1)l(l+1)(l+2) on the l-th spherical harmonics. Since
it vanishes for l = 0, 1, the proper definition of C and C− requires expanding DADB∆CEAB
and DADB∆CL
−
AB in spherical harmonics, and projecting out the l = 0, 1 coefficients.
We have not yet made use of the two remaining memories introduced above: the early
memory on I−, and the late memory on I+. They will be fixed by the symplectic structure
we wish to achieve, in the next subsection.
B. Derivation of the {N,C} Commutator
We can now derive, rather than merely impose, the commutation relations satisfied by C
and N . To do this, we integrate the Dirac bracket of the Bondi news [17, 23]:
{NAB(u, ϑ), NCD(u′, ϑ′)} = 16piG δCDAB ∂uδ(u− u′)δ2(ϑ− ϑ′) (46)
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where δCDAB ≡ δCAδDB + δDA δCB − hABhCD.
Taking −1 < u′ < 1 and integrating u over either E or N shows that C and N both
commute with the hard degrees of freedom NAB(u
′, ϑ), as required. In particular, the hard
charge QH commutes with the soft degrees of freedom as required:
{N,QH} = 0 = {C,QH} . (47)
Next, let us integrate Eq. (46) twice: first over u in the N interval, then over u′ in the E
interval. This yields
{∆CNAB(ϑ),∆CCDE (ϑ′)} = −16piG δCDAB δ2(ϑ− ϑ′) . (48)
Recalling that on a scalar function Φ covariant derivatives on the unit sphere obey (DADBDA−
DBD
2)Φ = DBΦ, it is now a matter of simple algebra to check that our variables C,N obey
the standard canonical commutator that is usually imposed by hand:
{N(ϑ), C(ϑ′)} = 16piG δ2(ϑ− ϑ′) . (49)
Similarly one finds on I− that
{∆CN−AB (ϑ),∆CCDL− (ϑ′)} = −16piG δCDAB δ2(ϑ− ϑ′) , (50)
whence
{N−(ϑ), C−(ϑ′)} = 16piG δ2(ϑ− ϑ′) . (51)
Definition (43) selects one particular component of the memory ∆CCDE , so, in a general
setting, Bob would need to know the other component to determine the displacement of his
detectors at u = −1. In our setup, only soft radiation arrives in the E interval. This is
essentially the non-radiative condition of [19], which implies that the memory assumes the
special form
∆CEAB(ϑ) = (−2DADB + hABDCDC)C(ϑ) , (52)
with only one independent component. An analogous property holds on I−, so in our setting
the memories C,C− are all that Bob needs to set up properly his experiment.
C. Symplectic Structure
One more step is needed to obtain a consistent symplectic structure. So far, we have not
associated the early memory on I− with any conjugate variable. Similarly on I+, the late
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memory on I+ lacks a conjugate. Roughly speaking, we have three soft variables at every
angle. But we need phase space to be even-dimensional.
Moreover, we would like N to commute with everything but C. But by the same deriva-
tion that led to Eq. (48), one finds that
{∆CNAB(ϑ),∆CCDL (ϑ′)} = 16piG δCDAB δ2(ϑ− ϑ′) , (53)
{∆CN−AB (ϑ),∆CCDE− (ϑ′)} = 16piG δCDAB δ2(ϑ− ϑ′) , (54)
so N has a nonzero commutator with the unpartnered memory.
We can resolve both of those shortcomings by identifying the early memory with minus
the late memory on I+, up to an arbitrary constant that we set to zero for convenience.4
The minus sign is necessary to accommodate the relative sign in Eqs. (48) and (53). By the
same argument, we also relate the early and late memory on I−:
∆CEAB(ϑ) = −∆CLAB(ϑ) , (55)
∆CE
−
AB(ϑ) = −∆CL
−
AB(ϑ) . (56)
Note that we are not saying that these memories must be so related in Nature. Of course,
they can be dialed independently. Rather, our goal is to reproduce the bracket algebra and
conservation laws prevalent in the recent literature, but using degrees of freedom that are
all observable in finite time. We are free to identify or eliminate any degrees of freedom as
long as this is consistent with the dynamics and as long as the algebra remains closed. We
have assured the latter by including a minus sign in the above identification.
Next we will turn to the dynamics. We will show that the desired conservation laws
emerge automatically.
D. Conservation of Q and C
We now make the physical observation that soft gravitons propagate trivially through the
spacetime, without scattering off of one another or interacting with the hard radiation. This
is the reason why, for example, the cosmic microwave background does not affect experiments
4 This constant could be chosen nonzero, just as we could choose a nonzero constant in Eq. (26). There
is nothing fundamentally significant about any particular choice of gauge, and a well-posed scattering
problem remains well-posed whether or not an offset is introduced between C and C−.
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in particle accelerators. This simple fact will lead us to two conservation laws that have been
asserted for the unobservable versions of C and Q: namely, that C = C−, and that Q = Q−.
The first of these is obvious: the failure of the early memory to scatter implies that it is
the same on I+ and on I−. Similarly, the late memory is also conserved. We can readily
see this from Fig. 2. Recall the antipodal identification of angles between I±; this is now
a convenient choice, because soft gravitons that enter at one angle will exit through the
opposite angle. We thus have
∆CE
−
AB(ϑ) = ∆C
E
AB(ϑ) , (57)
∆CL
−
AB(ϑ) = ∆C
L
AB(ϑ) . (58)
From Eqs. (43), (45), (55), and (56), we can conclude that
C = C− . (59)
To see that Q is conserved, we recall that Q is simply the Bondi mass aspect, mB [3, 17],
at the retarded time −uN or Bob’s clock time t+ = r−uN ; and Q− is the Bondi mass aspect
at the advanced time uN or t
− = −r + uN . In the case of Maxwell theory, Q and Q− are
given by the components Frt of the Maxwell field at these two times. Here we complete
the argument for the Maxwell case, where C and C− can be similarly defined as observable
memories in the E and L intervals (see e.g. [7, 24] for formulas for the electromagnetic
memory). The gravitational case is analogous.
We first consider the case where C = 0, so that there is no radiation, not even soft
radiation, outside the intervals N and N− on Bob’s sphere.
We take the radius r of Bob’s sphere so large that the entire hard scattering process
can be treated as occuring at the event r = t = 0. Bob’s whole sphere is spacelike to this
point at the two times t±, and at all intermediate times. Bob’s world tube thus surrounds
a collection of distant, freely propagating charged particles that all reach r = 0 at the time
t = 0. By causality, the asymptotic field strength Frt must be given by a linear superposition
of Lie´nard-Wiechert solutions for such charges (see, e.g., Ref. [24]).
The solution is antipodally symmetric under t→ −t at fixed r. In our convention where
fixed ϑ is already understood to flip to the antipodal position on the sphere as t = 0 is
crossed, this becomes the statement that
Frt(t, ϑ) = Frt(−t, ϑ) , − r + uN ≤ t ≤ r − uN . (60)
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As discussed above, the choice t = r − uN yields Q = Q−.
The Lie´nard-Wiechert solution is in general valid for massive particles only. For massless
particles moving on a general light-like trajectory the solution is subtle. For the same reason
as in the massive case, we need it only for particles moving on a straight line. In this case
the solution is simple and is also antipodally symmetric under (t, r)→ (−t, r). See Eq. (1.1)
of [25] and references therein.
We can now include the effects of a nonzero value of C. In our implementation, this
means that nonzero soft memories are present in the early and late intervals; see Eqs. (43)
and (45). We now replace uN → uN + ∆uC in applying the above argument. This ensures
that the Bondi mass aspect, or Frt in the Maxwell case, at the end of the L− interval agrees
antipodally with the same quantity at the beginning of the E interval. In the absence of
hard flux, the mass aspect or Frt change precisely by the soft memory accumulated in an
interval (see, e.g., Ref. [24]). By Eqs. (55), and (56), the memory in L− is equal and opposite
to that of E . Thus Frt or mB still agrees antipodally at t±, where they define the charge Q
and Q− respectively. Hence
Q = Q− . (61)
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